Course Description:

Character Education and Course Plan 1 class is offered in a way where advising professor provides close supervision and guidance to each team. Living in the global era, this class helps students understand about themselves, and based on this understanding, enable students to proactively design their own future. Furthermore, this course lays a foundation for students to become a leader in the modern society, and helps students develop basic abilities to become a professional talent with various capabilities. To this end, this class pursues a teaching method that maximizes interaction between the professor and students, and also between students through activities such book discussions, etc.

Course Outline:

- **Week 1**
  - Orientation

- **Week 2**
  - Self-introduction
  - Bucket list during university life
  - Character Education and Course Plan 1 survey

- **Week 3**
  - Dongseo University introduction using mind map
  - Rediscovery of Dongseo University- New Dongseo map drawing

- **Week 4**
  - Visit Minseok Library

- **Week 5**
  - Drawing one minute portrait
  - Am I creative?
- **Week 6**
  My position in the world
  Far land, neighbor countries

- **Week 7**
  Discussion about designated books

- **Week 8**
  Self-examination and interview with the advising professor

- **Week 9**
  A journey to find myself (What kind of person am I?)

- **Week 10**
  Manners and etiquettes during university life
  Global greeting manners and etiquettes

- **Week 11**
  Sweet-Soft-Refined Korean language
  Korean language proficiency test

- **Week 12**
  100 ideas of what to do with newspapers
  Big idea to open the future through convergence

- **Week 13**
  Personality NIE (Newspaper In Education) and creative class
  Coordinates of my thoughts?
  Tomorrow news

- **Week 14**
  My life graph and developing life plan
● Week 15
   Time management (summer vacation plan)

Class Website: e-Class

Textbook(s)

2016 Character Education and Course Plan 1 Manual for professors (Dongseo University)
2016 Character Education and Course Plan 1 Workbook for Students

Course Assignments & Grading:

● Attendance : 20%
● Attitude : 10%
● Homework : 20%
● Discussion : 10%
● Presentation : 10%
● EXAM : 30% (15% midterm, 15% Final)